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Abstract-Applications of relativistic beams in confinement and heating of toroidal plasmas have been 
discussed in recent years. We have examined the interaction of such beams with the shear AlfvCn 
modes of the background plasma and have found a class of low-frequency instabilities which are 
similar to the hydrodynamic kink instabilities of a current-carrying plasma. However, for the case of a 
beam-plasma configuration, the spectrum of the AlfvCn modes is, in general, complex, which precludes 
the use of an energy principle. We employ a normal mode approach and have calculated both growth 
rates and real frequencies for n = 1, m = 1, 2, 3, 4 instabilities for various values of beam energy and 
u,/c. We assume a cold model for the background plasma, but do not make the MHD ordering 
o << mc,. A k e d  boundary model of the beam-plasma system is employed and eBects of energy spread 
in the beam are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
THERE HAS been a continuing interest over the past few years in the use of intense 
relativistic beams in toroidal fusion configurations such as the Tokamak (HAMMER 
and PAPADOPOULOS, 1975; MOHRI et al., 1975; BENFORD et al., 1974, GLAD et al., 
1974; SWAW et al., 1975). Some of the motivations behind this application are 
those of supplementary plasma heating ielaiively steady-state toroidd currents 
due to the long classical life-times of high energy electrons; and possibly altered 
macroscopic stability properties (KNOEPFEL et  al., 1976; SPONG et al., 1974; LEE, 
1973; LOVELACE, 1976). In this paper we wish to examine the third feature in 
particular. 

Several methods have been suggested for generating and sustaining such 
beams. One is to externally inject a diode-generated beam; the feasibility of such 
a scheme is now under examination at a number of laboratories. A primary 
difficulty to be overcome is the achievement of an efficient process for injecting 
charged particels across strong magnetic field lines. Techniques which have been 
suggested involve either a momentary disruption of the magnetic surfaces at the 
instant of injection (GLAD et  al., 1974) or a reliance on single particle drifts to 
carry the beam into the plasma region (BENFORD et  al., 1974; SWAIN et al., 1975). 

A second method for creating such a beam is the electron runaway 
phenomenon-which occurs whenever an electric field is applied to a plasma. It 
has been observed in several Tokamak experiments (SPONG et al., 1974; V u -  
SEKOV et al., 1973; A L m v  et al., 1973; ALIKAEV et  al., 1975) that in certain 
regimes of operation (low density, high impurity), runaway-dominated discharges 
may be produced where a group of relativistic (1-7MeV) electrons carries a 
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substantial portion of the toroidal current. These discharges have indicated a 
number of interesting features such as anomalous ion heating (ALIKAEV et al., 
1975); low levels of externally measured MHD activity (GOEPFEL et al., to be 
published; VLASENKOV et al., 1973); high p, values, indicating a more efficient 
kinetic energy storage capability than has been obtained in normal Tokamak 
discharges (KNOEPFEL et al., to be published; ALIKAEV et al., 1975); and enhanced 
levels of microwave emission, near wce and its harmonics (COSTLY et al., 1974). 
Producing toroidal relativistic beams by the runaway method has the advantage 
that the electrons do not have to be injected across field lines, but has the possible 
disadvantage that one may not have the same degree of control over the beam 
energy and density as would be the case with a diode-generated beam. 

In the following sections we examine the macroscopic stability features of a 
toroidal relativistic beam-plasma configuration against kink modes. The current 
density in conventional Tokamak discharges is typically thought to be limited by 
the onset of external kink instabilities at the Kruskal-Shafranov limit (q = 
rBJRoBB = 1). The examination of such instabilities is of importance for toroidal 
relativistic beams due to the potentially high current densities which may be 
carried Q= 50 kA/cm2 per 1013 cm-3 of beam density). As mentioned above, 
there have been several observations that the externally measured MHD activity 
of Tokamak runaway discharges is at a somewhat lower level than in normal 
discharges (KNOEPFEL et al., to be published; VLASENKOV et al., 1975). Also, a 
parameter study (SPONG et al., 1974) made of such discharges has suggested that q 
may be attaining values less than unity near the central region of the discharge 
(where the runaway beam was assumed to localized) without complete loss of 
confinement due to kink instabilities. Although it must be kept in mind that sxh 
observations are at present somewhzt speculative and are in a highly preliminary 
stage, they provide motivation for examining possible differences between the 
gross stability features of a Tokamak configuration in which the toroidal current is 
carried by low energy conduction electrons and of one in which relativistic 
electrons carry most of the current. Clearly, since the fusion power density in a 
Tokamak reactor scales inversely as q4, there is substantial reason to consider 
carefully alternative methods of operating Tokamaks which might allow the 
L-oskal-Snafranov iimit to be exceeded. 

Rink insrabiiities in toroidal relativistic beams were first treated by LEE (1973) 
who performed a normal mode analysis of these instabilities in a cylindrical 
geometry. The toroidicity was introduced by means of periodic boundary condi- 
tions on the perturbed fields. LEE (1975) found that the stability boundary for the 
beam against m = *l,  n = 1 kink modes corresponded to the condition of closed 
particles orbits as opposed to the more conventional condition of closed field 
lines. Since the particle orbits lag slightly behind field lines (due to the finite 
particle inertia) this condition is somewhat relaxed from the usual q = 1 limit. 
However, in order to allow substantial improvement over this limit for moderate 
sized Tokamaks and magnetic fields, very high beam energies are required and 
synchrotron losses would be prohibitive. 

More recent!y, LOVELACE (1976) has also treated the problem of kink in- 
stabilities in toroidal relativistic beams by means of an energy principle. He 
concluded that the stability conditions for kink modes ( m  f 0, n # 0) of the beam 
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are identical to those of a conventional plasma pinch provided the plasma 
pressure is replaced with p ( r )  = (B2/8.i?)@, where @, is the ratio of the directed 
beam kinetic energy density to the toroidal magnetic field (B,) energy density. 
His result, in contrast to that of LEE (1973), would then indicate that raising the 
beam kinetic energy makes the system less stable. 

In the following analysis, we consider several effects which were not taken into 
account in the earlier work and which may be of particular relevance to runaway 
discharges in present sized Tokamaks. One such effect is the high transit fre- 
quency of relativistic electrons (i.e. the frequency at which they move around a 
flux surface); this can typically be on the order of or greater than the ion cyclotron 
frequency. This condition leads one to consider a model for the background 
plasma other than the MHD approximation (which assuines w << LnCi) employed by 
LEE (1973) and LOVELACE (1976). An analogous situation has been found to occur 
in mirror-confined hot electron plasma and has been examined by GUEST et al. 
(1975) for the case of ballooning modes; the high electron drift frequency was 
found to have a significant stabilizing influence on such modes. 

A second new feature included in this work is the relative stsness (parallel 
mass = y3m0, pevendicular mass = ymo) characteristic of high energy electrons 
towards momentum changes along their direction of propagation. It was recog- 
nized some time ago (BLLTDVAV et al., 1960) that in the absence of external 
magnetic fields, this property made re!ativistic beams much less subject to kink 
and sausage modes than plasma pinches operating at similar current densities. 

Our analysis is based on a normal mode approach; perturbed beam currents 
are obtained by integrating along the unperturbed particle orbits. The effects of 
h ~ t h  p ? ~ r b e r !  electric and perturbed magnetic fields are included in the force 
equation for the beam. We also do not make the assimption, used iii previous 
work, that the frequency characterizing these modes is only purely real or purely 
imaginary. This corresponds to keeping terms of order kllq relative to w in the 
dispersion relation. The fact that o is in general a complex number prevents the 
use of an Cnergy principle and reflects the fact that the operators involved in the 
beam equation of motion are not self-adjoint. This feature occurs in any plasma 
system where there is a 2et flow of one component relative to a second 
component. Instabilities which are purely growing or damped in the moving frame 
(U is imaginary) appear with a superimposed oscillation in the laboratory frame (w 
is complex). 

Our analysis proceeds according to the following outline. We b s t  discuss the 
physical model, particle orbits, and perturbed field equations. Next, the perturbed 
currents for the plasma and beam species are calculated. Substituting these into 
the perturbed field equations and invoking the appropriate boundary conditions 
results in a dispersion relation. This is then solved for the cases with no beam 
(plasma normal modes) and with a beam. In the latter, unstable roots are found 
and examined with respect to such parameters as beam energy, rotational 
transform, poloidal Mode number and D ~ C .  

2 .  PHYSICAL MODEL,  PARTICLE ORBITS, -4ND FIELD 

The model assumed in this work that of a cylindrical relativistic electron beam 
immersed in a cold background plasma and surrounded by a conducting wall. A 
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constant magnetic field is applied along the axis of the cylinder; it is assumed that 
the beam and plasma do not significantly modify this magnetic field, i.e. there is 
no net diamagnetism or paramagnetism. The effect of toroidicity is introduced by 
periodic boundary conditions on the perturbed fields. Helical perturbations of the 
form exp [!(me + n6- ut)], 6 = z/Ro(n, m are integers) are considered. The use of 
a cold plasma model is justified by the long perpendicular'wavelength of the 
instabilities under consideration. This wavelength is on the order of the plasma 
minor radixs wheiezs electron and ion Larmor radii are, at most, a few 
millimeters. Thus, k,pi and k,pe << 1 and finite Larmor radius corrections for the 
background plasma are small. 

Since a uniform axial current density is assumed, Be and q are given by the 
foilowing: 

where a =radius of the current channel. 
In Cartesian coordinates Be may be expressed as 

R e  uZi;eikib& relativistic orbits are then given by the components of the force 
equation, 

where 

eBz ne =- mac' 

Since no unperturbed electric field is assumed, y=constant. Defining U*= 
U ,  f ivy, XI = x f iy and assuming x* = xle*iot' one obtains from (4) the following 
equation for o: 
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FIG. l . 4 u i d k . g  center and gyromotion €or a relativistic elecaon in a magnetic field. 

which has the two roots: 

where @br = u,/qRo = transit or bounce frequency. 
ai and o- are approximately the gyrofrequency of a relativistic electron and 

the freqiericy correspondiiig to motion dong the Se16 'hes, iespecti-vely. 8 m q  
be readily calculated by separating out the guiding center motion as indicated in 
the following equation and in Fig. 1: 

vx-n 5 = x+ = x + (v x &CO+. (7) 

Were g=position of the giiiclhg center. Writhg 5 iil iems of 26 Caiiesim 
coordhates and ta'king time derivates results in the equations 

@+Y 

Combining equations (8), (7) and (9, one obtains the following equation for 
5' = & * ity : 

nus 5' = eLe*i(+-4 where 4 is an arbitrary phase factor. 
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The transverse equations of motion given in (4) may now be written in terms 
of 5, the guiding center coordinate, as 

These may be combined into an equation for v* = v, f ivy: 

Substituting (9) for <* one the obtains a solution for v*, 

As may be seen, (12) has components corresponding to both the gyromotion (at 
U+) and the motion along field lines (at U-).  Note that the frequency w- is 
dependent on the energy ymGc2; this is related to the fact that the electrons lag 
slightly behind field lines due to their finite mass. This dependence will be of 
importance in the Vlasov treatment which is given in Appendix A. A spreading 
out in the energy distribution of the relativistic electrons is related to a spreading 
out in the position of the particle orbits away from field lines. 

We now turn to the electromagnetic field equations which are employed in this 
instability analysis. For perturbed fields with the d_ep~,ndcxe exp[i(mt? -i- iit- w;)j, 
the components of Maxwell’s c ~ r 1  E and curl B equations (in cylindrical geometry) 
result in the following six equations: 

l a  im 
-- (PE,)-- E, = iB,, 
P aP P 

m 
- E, - nllE0 = B,, 
p 

aEz 
aP 

nl,Er + i - = Be 

i a  m 4.rriJz - - (pB,) +- B, = E, +-, 
P aP P w 

m 4 d ,  -- B, + nllBe = E, +-, 
P U 

where p = rw/c and nil = nc/Row. 
In the following instability analysis, these equations are combined in the 

following manner: B, and Be from (14) and (15) are substituted into (17) and (18) 
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to obtain equations for E, and E e  and terms of E,, B,, J, and Je. These are then 
substituted into (13) and (16) resulting in two differential equations for the 
perturbed longitudinal fields E, and B,: 

where 

l a  a m' v '=-- p--- 
I P a p  aP P 2 '  

The remaining task is to determine the perturbed currents SJ in terms of the 
perturbed fields E, and B,; this is done in Section 3. Since SJ will generally 
depend on both longitudinal and transverse components of E and B, it is 
necessary to use (14), (15), (17) and (18) to express 6J in terms of E, and B,. 
Once J, and Je are specified, the transverse electric fields are obtained (in terms of 
E, and B,) by solving the equations 

4 Ti m aE, 
- J, + (1 - n l f ) ~  = - - B, + inl, -, 
w P a? 

W'nen 5=  0 (no piasma or beamj, the two equations reduce to the usual 
waveguide T M  and TE equations as given for example, in JOHNSON (1965). Once 
two coupled eigenmode equations are obtained for E, and 8, from (19) and (28), 
solution and application of appropriate boundary conditions results in a dispersion 
relation. This will be worked out in Section 4 for a fixed boundary model. 

In the previous work on kink instabilities the coupling between (19) and (20) 
has been neglected. LOVELACE (1976) assumes SE.B=O whereas LEE (1973) 
neglects a!l per-bxbeb dectric fie!&. These zpp:ox-hat;,ons are related to the 
assn--,pt;,=r, sf 2 h i g k ~ j  ~ ~ ~ d n ~ t i h g  I;!~SEZ a d  i e d t  in coiisideiatioii oiily of (19) 
(or its equivalent in terms of vector potential ti&) with J, and Je expressed in 
terms of 6B, (or ti&). 

3. PERTURBED CURRENTS 

Background plasma 

described by the force equations 
The dynamics of the electrons and ions in the background plasma are 
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The orbits of the electrons and ions are 

where q, oL, eo, (L = initial conditions. 
U+ and o- are the non-relativistic analogues of the frequencies defined in (6). 

Since the analysis here is for a cylinder with a constant magnetic field, it will not 
include certain effects which occur in a toroidal geometry. These include the 
trapping of electrons and ions which mirror on the high field side of the cross 
section. Such effects wiU be ignored since they are of importance for kilocycle 
frequencies, but not for megacycle frequencies near the AlfvCn transit frequency. 
The guiding center for the above orbits is defined by 

and has the time dependence 5' = 
Given the above unperturbed orbits, one may calculate perturbed velocities by 

retaining the perturbed electric field terms in (23) and (24). The following 
dependence has been assumed for the perturbed fields: 

E*= E,*iiE, 
= [E,(r)* ise(r) exp i[(m * l>e + nz/Ro- ut]. (28) 

Since only long wavelength modes are of interest in this work, it is assumed that ~r 
and €6 are slowly varying functions of r (in comparison to a gyroradius). Such an 
ordering implies that the r and 8 positions of plasma electrons and ions are 
essentially constant over the time scale of the instability. The only variation in 
position allowed is that due to gyromotion, the bounce motion is neglected since it 
is on a much slower time scale than that characterizing the instability. Under the 
above approximations, the perturbed plasma currents are given by 

iU$iEz 4J ,.= --a 

ioie,iE* 
47TE,i=- ze 1 

U ne,< U 

In the case of electrons, we neglect w in comparison with Oe; however, as 
mentioned earlier, ai is retained in comparison to w since these frequencies are 
not necessarily far separated. 

Relativistic beam perturbed currents 
The starting point for calculating the perturbed beam currents is the relativistic 
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force equation; the Cartesian components of t equation are given by 

d Qevzx e 
- ( y l x ) = f l , U y - - - -  
dt  4Ro mo C 

Here the fields E,, B,, . . . are perturbed fieb 
tained in fl, and 4. In the following analysis 
beam velocities crossed into the longitudinal 
fields are neglected. Such terms are expectei 
(A = aspect ratio) from those retained. We 
equations of motion over the gyromotion, i.e. 
final assumption is that all non-linear terms II 

It will be recalled from Section 1 that the 
are 

the equilibrium fields are con- 
e terms arising from transverse 
. transverse perturbed magnetic 
> be down by an order (qA)-' 
AI also average the perturbed 
3 drift approximation is used. A 
be neglected. 
perturbed guiding center orbits 

n - d ( T U Z )  = -- **e (-cdbJy !ObJXy) = 0. 
dt  qR0 

The Cartesian coordinates of the unperturbee bits are then given by 

x = r COS (eo+ L 

y=rsin(80+(1 
2 = 20 + VI$. 

, 

The first order perturbed beam velocities are 

d e 
- (?Uz) = --E,. dt m0 

Also, from the relativistic energy equation, o has 

e 9, -- 
2 U: dt moc (34) 
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The perturbed velocities in the longitudinal and transverse directions are then 
obtained by integrating equations (33) and (34) with respect to time over the 
unperturbed orbits. First, for the perturbed velocity in the z direction, 

is obtained. 
Also, integrating the energy equation (34) results in 

Combining (35) and (36) then gives the perturbed longitudinal velocity, 

(37) 
- ieE, 

mor3[@ - ( m  + n q ) u b r ] *  
so, = 

In order to obtain the perturbed transverse velocities from equations (33) it is 
necessary to first calculate the perturbed positions; these may be found by 
integrating the first two equations of (33). Written in terms of x* and U*, these are 
given by 

Equation (38) has the solution 
x* = re*'(eo+"br')+ ax*. (19) 

The perturbed position Sx' is obtained by integrating over the unperturbed orbits 
and is given by 

Substituting the above result back into (38) leads to the desired transverse 
pertnrbed ve!ocities, 

a* = vLe*'(%+W) + 6 U*, 

where 

Now that the perturbed velocities have been calculated, perturbed beam currents 
may be found. The perturbed distribution function is given by 

For the case of a beam of relativistic electrons with uniform velocity near the 
speed of light and no transverse thermal energy, an appropriate distribution 
function is Fo = S(v, - vo)S(vL - m b r )  where vo = c. The perturbed currents in this 
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case are given by 

where 
4mzbe2 

up: = -. 
m0 

The final term in (44) arises from the integral J4.ired3v Sru,aFo/ar. A uniform 
density profile is assumed in the following analysis so that this last term of J, will 
be absent. If one wished to examine the case in which the beam density was still 
uniform, but localized within the plasma at a radius Tb, then the final term of (44) 
would contribute a Dirac delta function S ( r  - rb) to the perturbed J,. This is 
physically due to the perturbed surface current caused by the gross motion of the 
beam boundary as it is undergoing displacement. In this situation, boundary 
conditions on the perturbed fields at r = rb must be derived by multiplying the two 
coupled equations (19) and (20) by rdr and integrating over the layer rb - E to 

For the case in which the relativistic beam has an energy spread, a Vlasov 
approach must be employed in calculating perturbed currents. This approach is 
presented in Appendix A. 

rb f E with E + 0. 

4. DISPERSION RELATION DERIVATION 

A dispersion relation is derived for the case of a fixed boundary beam-plasma 
model (beam and plasma extend all the way to a conducting wall). For simplicity, 
the perturbed beam currents derived in Section 3 will be used; the derivation 
could readily be generalized to the case of the Vlasov beam model given in 
Appendix A. The derivation is made according to the following outline. First, the 
perturbed currents for the three species present, electrons, ions, beam electrons, 
are substituted into the field equations of Section 2. Next, these equations are 
manipulated until two coupled equations for the perturbed fields E, and B, are 
obtained. Finally, a method for decoupling these equations is used and a disper- 
sion relation is obtained by requiring the appropriate boundary conditions to be 
satisfied by E, and B,. 

Adding up the perturbed currents for the three species as given by (29), (38) 
and (39) results in the following currents: 

(45) 
i@pbZ@br[& - %Be/c] 2 2 4 7 4  iopi Opi W 

Ee - -- -- 
0 o'-n,"E'-(02-R:)ni [ @ - ( m  + q ) O b r l  ' 
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The field (14) and (15) are usec 
defined: 

r B, and Be; also, the following quantities are 

The perturbed currents (45)-(4‘ nay then be written in the form 

(52)  
4 d r  aE2 

w aP 
-= [ S  - L I. - nii)Q]E, - iDEe - iQ-, 

4 7r& aE, -- - [ S - I 1 - rill) Q]Eg + DE, t iQ -, 
0 aP 

(53) 

(54) 
4.rriJ2 -- - ( P - ?  . 

w 

The transverse perturbed electr ields, E, and Ee, are now obtained in terms of 
E, and B, by substituting J, i 1 Je, as given above, into (21) and (22). It is 
convenient to define the follow quantities: 

c[S-nl,”+(l-nil)Q], (5 5 )  

E = G-lD(nll+ Q), (56) 
~3 = 1 + G-I qll+ Q)[S- nl,” + (1 - nll)Q], (57) 

~4 = n1lDG-l (58) 

G=[: tif+(1-gZil)QI2-D2. (59) 
E, and Eg are then obtained, T 

Substituting the above equatior nto (13) results in the equation 

E ~ V ~ ~  t B, + ie2VL2EZ = 0, (62) 
where 
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This is the first of two coupled radial eigenvalue equations whose eigenvalues 
determine the growth rates of the unstable modes. Combining (14), (15) and (16) 
with equations (60) and (61) for Er and Ee then results in the second of the two 
coupled equations, 

(63) 
In order to examine stability, it is necessary to find eigenvalues of the coupled 
system of (62) and (43). These may be put into a somewhat more convenient form 
by multiplying (62) by - ~ 3 / & 2 ,  adding to (63), and then multiplying (63) by - i & l / & 4  

and adding to (62). This results in the two coupled equations 

&3VL2E,  +PE, - k4VL2BZ = 0. 

where 

A technique for decoupling equations of the form (64) and (65) has been given 
in JOHNSON (1965). The solutions are 

where 

Al and A2 are constants which are determined by the boundary conditions. 
As mentioned earlier, in the k e d  boundary model both the beam and plasma 

extend all the way to the wall and there is no vacuum region in between. The wall 
is assumed to be perfectly conducting, so that the following requirements must be 
satisfied by the perturbed fields: 

Ez (pa> = E e ( d  = &(Pa) 0, (68) 

where pa = m l c ,  a = shell radius. 
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Setting E, equal to zero at the boundary (using equations 66) leads to the 
equation 

21 Jm(T2pa) A1 =- A2 
22 J?TI(T1pQ)' 

Next, using (61) and setting Eo to zero at p = pa leads to the equation 

Substituting (66) and combining with (69) results in the desired dispersion 
relation, 

5. NORMAL PLASMA ALFVBN MODES 

Before examining the unstable spectra (presented in Section 6), the roots of 
the fixed boundary dispersion relation are obtained (equation (66)) with the 
relativistic beam density set equal to zero. It can be shown that in this case only 

5 

4 

3 

3" 
\ 
3 

2 

4 

0 

FIG. 2.-Roots of the fixed boundary dispersion relation vs. np with bB = 0 and at a fixed 
Bz . 
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FIG. 3.-Koots of the h e d  boundary dispersion relation vs. B, with nB = 0 and at a fixed np. 

purely real roots are possible and that these correspond to the AlfGen waves of a 
cylindrical cavity. 

In Figs 2 and 3 roots of the dispersion relation (66) are plotted as functions of 
plasma density (at fixed toroidal field) and toroidal field (at fixed plasma density). 
As may be seen, the frequencies do scale with the AlfvCn velocity; they vary 
linearly in magnetic field strength and are inversely proportional to the square 
root of the plasma density. 

By examining the relative sizes of the terms in equation (71) with the beam 
density equal to zero, some approximate analystic results may be obtained to 
explain the curves of Figs 2 and 3. The exact dispersion relation is given by 

With the beam density equal to zero and for plasma densities, toroidal fields, and 
minor radii typical of Tokamaks, the first term in the above equation is 4-5 orders 
of magnitude lower than the’other two; also, Z2 is several orders of magnitude 
less than Z1. Thus (72) is adequately approximated by the dispersion relation 

Also, for the frequency range of interest (U s CnCi) the following approximations 

3 
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may be made: 
S - n1y = S, 

T? E C 2 / V ~ 2 ,  

DIS -w/Q. 

x = aolvA, 
6 = C/awpi, 

Defining the quantities 

The above dispersion relation may be written as 

(74) 

(75) 

Zeros of this equation as a function of the parameter S have been calculated 
numerically in SPONG (1976) for m = 1 and m = 2. It was found that for values of S 
characteristic of Tokamaks, the zeros of (76) do not depend strongly on 6 and are 
approximately equal to the zeros of Jm-l. Thus the roots of (72) are U =  

im-l,sV*l a. 

6 .  NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR GROWTH RATES 

Unstable roots for the &xed boundary kink mode dispersion relation have 
been calculated over a range of parameters which are typical of Tokamak strong 
runaway discharges. These results are presented and discussed in this section. The 
roots of (71) were obtained by using the Cauchy root-hding subroutine de- 
veloped by BEASLEY and MEIER (1974). Some _care had to be taken in solvbg 
equation (71) due to the branch-cut present near the low frequency roots from 
the square root involved in computing Tl. This may be avoided, however, by 
noting that the second term of (71) is an even function of TI and thus may be 
written in a form which depends only on T12. 
Dependence on beam energy 

In Figs 4-7 growth rates and real frequencies are plotted for beam energies of 
250 keV, 500 keV, 1 MeV and 14.5 MeV. The beam is assumed to carry 100% of 

0.20 1 , I I 
400% OF CURRENT CARRIED BY BEAM 
ya/c = 0.0345 I 

250 keV 
500 keV 

- 
D 

-$ 0.40 
E - 
0.05 

n - 
0 i 2 3 4 

-nq 

FIG. 4.4rowth rates for m = 1, 2, 3, 4; n = -1 kink modes vs. nq and beam energy 
(250,500 keV) for uA/c = 0.0345. 
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FIG. 7.-Real part of the unstable roots for m = 1,2,3,4;  n = -1 kink modesvs. nq and 
beam energy (1,14.5 MeV) for uA/c = 0.0345. 
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the current and the toroidal field and plasma density are 15 kG and ~ m - ~ .  
Fairly slight differences are present between the 1 MeV and 14.5 MeV cases, but 
large changes are apparent in going from 250 keV to 500 keV to 1 MeV. Increas- 
ing the energy seems to shift the growth rate curves to the right on the q-axis, 
though not enough to change the shape substantially. This effect is particularly 
noticeable for the higher m numbers. 

Dependence on v,/c 
Growth rates and real frequencies are plotted in Figs 8 and 9 for vA/c = 0.058, 

0.042 and 0.034. These correspond to a plasma density of IOi3 cm-3 and toroidal 
fields of 15, 18 and 25 kG, respectively. The beam is assumed to carry all of the 
toroidal current and has an energy of 1MeV. The growth rates appear to be 
monotonically increasing with vA/c, as is the case in ideal MHD. It may be noted 
that the upper value of q where the threshold occurs is relatively independent of 
udc, whereas the lower threshold is not. The lower marginal point goes to lower 
values of q as va/c is increased. 

100 Yo OF C U R R E N T  CARRIED BY B E  
B E A M  ENERGY = 1 MeV 

0 4 2 3 4 

-fl9 

FIG. 8.-Growth rates for m = 1, 2, 3, 4; n = -1 kink modes vs. nq and wCi/opi for 1 MeV 
beam energy. 

7 .  CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this work, as discussed in Section 1, has been to examine the 
macroscopic stability features of toroidal relativistic beams. A normal mode 
approach has been taken using a cylindrical geometry with period boundary 
conditions on the perturbed fields to simulate a torus. The following new features 
have been induded: first the background plasma model has been extended to 
include frequencies which are not small relative to the ion gyrofrequency. This 
was motivated by the fact that high energy electrons circulate around flux surfaces 
at frequencies of the order of &. Macroscopic modes associated with this 
component are thus not necessary limited to frequencies <<aci as is the case in 
ideal MHD. Second, both the transverse and longitudinal dynamics of the beam 
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FIG. 9.--Real part of the unstable roots for m = I, 2, 3: 4; n = -1 kink modes vs. nq and 
oCi/opi Tor 1 MeV beam energy. 

electrons are included, whereas previous work has primarily treated the transverse 
dynamics. 

In general, the results for growth rates of kink modes show that maxima occur 
near the rational magnetic surfaces-as is the case in ideal MHD. However, just 
to the inside of the rational surface, it was usually observed that the real part of 
the unstable root rose to high values (up to half of the ion gyrofrequency) while 
the growth rate dropped rapidly to zero, resulting in stable regions just to the 
ioside cf the raticnal surfaces. We icteqret this chamteristk as fobws .  Ne= the 
rational q surfaces, the high energy electron orbits are closely aligned with the 
helical mode structure of the instability which typically grows on a much slower 
time scale than the drift timescale associated with the fast electrons. Just to the 
inside of rational q surfaces, the fast electron orbits are no longer in resonance 
with the instability mode structure. This component can thus connect regions of 
positive and negative current perturbation jnst inside the rational surface. Such 
imbalances may be shorted out by the fast electrons since their poioidai clrift 
frequency is substantially higher that the growth rate of the current perturbations. 

A second feature which was observed in these calculations was that the term in 
the dispersion relation which arises from the longitudinal electron inertia (the h t  
term in equation 66) is typicaily 4-5 orders of magnitude less than the other terms 
in the dispersion relation. Thus, at least for the fixed boundary model, it appears 
that the longitudinal dynamics of the relativistic electrons is not an important 
factor in determining the growth rates for the instabilities examined here. 

En closing, It is noted that this treatment, as well as the previous work (LEE, 
1973; LOVELACE, 1976), has been concerned primarily with cylindrical models. 
The influence of toroidal geometry has been taken into account only by requiring 
periodic boundary conditions on the perturbed fields. However, there are two 
sthei effects which enter io with toroidal geomeej zcd merit hr ther  consider2- 
tion. One is the coupling between various order m modes caused by poloidal 
variations in beam equilibrium properties. A second effect is large displacements 

-nq 
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of the single particle orbits off of flux surfaces when energies become relativistic. 
These effects are discussed in further detail along with orbit calculations for 
relativistic electrons in Tokamaks elsewhere (SPONG, 1976). 
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APPENDIX A 

MATT-TRANS-1 11. Princeton, New Jersey. 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

509. 

,Perturbed beam currents for a beam with energy spread 
As was indicated in Section 3, an  alternate formulation must be employed i n  calculating perturbed 

beam currents when energy spread is present in the relativistic beam. This is presented in the following 
and is based on the relativistic Vlasov equation. 

where p = ymov ana y = (I - U ~ / C ' ) - ~ ' ~ .  

function. Sf is then obtained by integrating over the characteristic (unperturbed orbits). 
n-2 abcve equatioii is linearized by assuming f = fo + Sf where fo is an equilibrium distribution 

S f = L / '  d t ' [ E + T ] . - .  V X B  afo 
mo -_ aP 

The equilibrium distribution function fo depends only on the three constants of the motion which are 
given below. 

H = ymoc2, 
P, = ymou, +- Ai, 
L, = ymo(xu, - yu,) + f r 4 .  

C 

Expanding afo/5p by the chain rule allows one to express af as follows. 
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where 
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We shall consider equilibrium distribution functions here which depend only on H and Pz, i.e. 
fo=fo(H,p,). using the unperturbed relativistic beam orbits given in Section 2, the time history 
integrals given in (A.4) may be performed. Assuming that o+ >>U- (gyrofrequency is much faster than 
the transit frequency around the torus) results in the equations given below for 6Pz and 6H. 

ie(u,E, - rozEe) ie 
mo(o -ob,nq - m a )  moo+ 

- @e), (A.7) -- 6H = 

The perturbed relativistic beam current is then given by the following equation. 

Substituting SP, and 6H from (A.6) and (A.7) into (A.8) and performing an integration by parts on 
the first term, one obtains the result given below. 

It is more convenient from this point on to convert the above integral to an integration over U,, and y. The 
Jacobian of this transformation is given by the following. 

where 
(A.lO) 

In performing the integrations indicated in (A.9) we shall assume a delta function distribution in vll 
with a spread allowed in the energy dependence, i.e. fo(ull, y )  = 6(ul i -uo)F(y)  where uo=c .  If 
yo = (1 - uo2/cz)-1’2, then 

PI I4 = m0c2($- 1) 

We shall consider a step function dependence for F(y). 

0 Y’Y”. 
where K is is a normalization constant. 

(A. 11) 

(A.12) 
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Substituting the above distribution function into (A.9) then results in the following perturbed 
currents. 

where 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

(A.19) 


